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PACS: 64.60.Cn, 66.10.Ed, 66.30.Dn, 66.30.HsðÒÏÔÏÎÎÁ ÐÒÏ×¦ÄÎ¦ÓÔØ ÐÒÉ ÓÕÐÅÒ¦ÏÎÎÉÈ ÆÁÚÏ×ÉÈ ÐÅÒÅÈÏÄÁÈî. ðÁ×ÌÅÎËÏáÎÏÔÁÃ¦Ñ. ðÏÂÕÄÏ×ÁÎÁ Í¦ËÒÏÓËÏÐ¦ÞÎÁ ÍÏÄÅÌØ ÄÌÑ ÏÐÉÓÕ ÄÉÎÁÍ¦ËÉÐÒÏÔÏÎÎÏ§ Ð¦ÄÓÉÓÔÅÍÉ × ÓÕÐÅÒ¦ÏÎÎÉÈ ËÒÉÓÔÁÌÁÈ Ú ×ÏÄÎÅ×ÉÍÉ Ú×'ÑÚËÁ-ÍÉ, × ÑË¦Ê ÏÐÉÓÁÎÏ ÍÅÈÁÎ¦ÚÍ ÐÒÏÔÏÎÎÏÇÏ ÔÒÁÎÓÐÏÒÔÕ, Á ÔÁËÏÖ ÅÆÅËÔÚÍ¦ÝÅÎÎÑ ÓÕÓ¦ÄÎ¦È ËÉÓÎ¦× ÐÒÉ ÆÏÒÍÕ×ÁÎÎ¦ ×ÏÄÎÅ×ÏÇÏ Ú×'ÑÚËÁ, ÝÏ ×Å-ÄÅ ÄÏ ÓÉÌØÎÏ§ ÐÒÏÔÏÎ-ÆÏÎÏÎÎÏ§ ×ÚÁ¤ÍÏÄ¦§ ÔÁ ÄÏ ÕÔ×ÏÒÅÎÎÑ ÐÒÏÔÏÎÎÏ-ÇÏ ÐÏÌÑÒÏÎÕ. îÁ ÏÓÎÏ×¦ ÍÏÄÅÌ¦, ÑËÁ ÏÐÉÓÕ¤ ÐÒÏÔÏÎÎ¦ ×ÐÏÒÑÄËÕ×ÁÎ-ÎÑ, ×ÒÁÈÏ×ÁÎÏ ÔÁËÏÖ ×¦ÒÔÕÁÌØÎÉÊ (× ÓÕÐÅÒ¦ÏÎÎÉÈ ÆÁÚÁÈ) ÁÂÏ ×ÐÏ-ÒÑÄËÏ×ÁÎÉÊ ÈÁÒÁËÔÅÒ ÓÉÓÔÅÍÉ ×ÏÄÎÅ×ÉÈ Ú×'ÑÚË¦×. ðÒÏÔÏÎÎÁ ÐÒÏ×¦Ä-Î¦ÓÔØ ÏÂÞÉÓÌÅÎÁ × ÒÁÍËÁÈ ÔÅÒ¦§ ëÕÂÏ (ÑË ÐÒÉËÌÁÄ ÒÏÚÇÌÑÄÁÌÉÓØ ËÒÉ-ÓÔÁÌÉ ËÌÁÓÕ M3H(XO4)2). ðÒÏÁÎÁÌ¦ÚÏ×ÁÎÏ ÔÅÍÐÅÒÁÔÕÒÎ¦ ÚÁÌÅÖÎÏÓÔ¦ÐÒÏ×¦ÄÎÏÓÔ¦. ÷ÉÚÎÁÞÅÎÏ ÅÒÇ¦§ ÁËÔÉ×ÁÃ¦§, Á ÔÁËÏÖ ×ÐÌÉ× ÎÁ §È ÚÎÁÞÅÎÎÑ×ÎÕÔÒ¦ÛÎ¦È ÄÁÌÅËÏÄ¦ÀÞÉÈ ÐÏÌ¦×, ÝÏ ×ÉÎÉËÁÀÔØ × ÒÅÚÕÌØÔÁÔ¦ ÐÒÏÔÏÎ-ÎÉÈ ×ÐÏÒÑÄËÕ×ÁÎØ.Protonic Conductivity at the Superionic Phase TransitionsN. PavlenkoAbstract. Microscopic model for the description of the proton subsys-tem dynamics in superionic crystals with hydrogen bonds is developed.Besides the including the proton transport mechanism, the e�ect of thenearest oxygens displacement at the hydrogen bond formation is account-ed for. The latter fact is the reason for the strong proton-phonon couplingthat leads to the polaronic e�ect. Using the occupation number formal-ism the virtual (in superionic phases) or ordered (in low-temperaturephases) character of the hydrogen-bonded system is taken into accounton the basis of the proton ordering model. The protonic conductivitystudies are carried out in the frame of Kubo theory for the cases of supe-rionic phases as well as at low-temperature phases with di�erent typesof proton ordering (as an example the M3H(XO4)2 -class of crystals isconsidered). Temperature dependences of conductivity are analyzed. Theactivation energies for the static conductivity are determined; in this casethe inuence of internal �eld which appears as the result of the protonordering is investigated.c ¶ÎÓÔÉÔÕÔ Æ¦ÚÉËÉ ËÏÎÄÅÎÓÏ×ÁÎÉÈ ÓÉÓÔÅÍ 1998Institute for Condensed Matter Physics 1998



1 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ1. IntroductionHydrogen-bonded superionic crystals are well known for their proton or-derings at low temperatures as well as for high protonic conductivitywhich increases signi�cantly in the high-temperature superionic phases.In this case the conductivity phenomenon is connected with the dynami-cal disordering of the hydrogen-bond network resulting in the increase ofthe number of possible positions for protons. It is generally accepted fromthe results of the neutron scattering studies [1{3] that the proton trans-port proceeds in the frame of the two-stage Grotthuss mechanism. Thisprocess includes the transfer of the proton within the hydrogen bond (in-trabond motion) and breaking of the hydrogen bond together with thereorientation of ionic group involved in the hydrogen bond formation(interbond transfer). Despite the detail experimental investigations ofthe proton migration process there still exist unresolved problems in thetheoretical description of this phenomenon. It is caused by the complex-ity of the problem of proton transport in the two- or three-dimensionalhydrogen-bond network.In this work the crystals which belong to M3H(XO4)2 (M=K, Rb,Cs, NH4; X=Se, S) family are considered as the objects for the proton-ic conductivity investigations. In these compounds the conductivity issigni�cantly higher in the conducting planes formed by the vertex O(2)-oxygens connected by the vitrual hydrogen bonds in superionic phases.The crystals of this class are isomorphic that explains the similarity ofphase sequences occurring in them. In most cases the superionic phaseof trigonal symmetry transforms on cooling into ferroelastic phase ofmonoclinic or triclinic symmetry with the further ferroelectric ordering.The typical crystalline structure of the unit cell in the superionic phasewith coordinateRm = m1a1+m2a2+m3a3 in rhombohedral coordinatesystem with the lattice vectorsa1 =  �p32 a0; 12a0; 13c! a2 =  p32 a0; 12a0; 13c! a3 = �0;�a0; 13c�is shown in Fig. 1. There are two XO4 groups and three virtual hydrogenbonds f = 1; 2; 3 adjacent to the upper group XO004 in the elementary unitcell. Another three hydrogen bonds near the lower XO04 group belong tothe neighbouring unit cells with the vectors Rm � af .In the low-temperature phase the frozen-in hydrogen bonds form well-de�ned sequences of dimers consisting of XO4 tetrahedra connected bythe O(2)0-H-O(2)00 hydrogen bridges. The two types of ordering with thedi�erent character of the dimer sequences can occur in this crystal class.
ICMP{98{26E 2In the �rst case (phase III for (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 (TAHSe), phase III forRb3H(SeO4)2 (TRHSe)) the doubling of the unit cell along one of thetranslation vectors af corresponds to the star fk4g = f 12b1, 12b2, 12b3gin Kovalev notations [4]. In the case of k4 = 12b3 the alternating dimersequences along a1 and a2 directions are formed.
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Figure 1. Projection of the rhombohedric primitive cell of TAHSe withlattice vectors a1, a2, a3 on the (001) plane in the hexagonal coordinatesystem in phase II. The open, solid and hatched big circles correspondto the possible positions of O(2) oxygens with the di�erent values of z;A (z = 0), B (z = 1=3) and C (z = �1=3) denote the positions of Seatoms in SeO04 groups. The small circles indicate the proton positionswithin the hydrogen bond.Another type of ordering (phase IV in TAHSe, phase II in(NH4)3H(SO4)2) is distinguished by the parallel sequences of dimerswhich include hydrogen bridges of the same index f . However, the hy-drogen bonds are shifted alternatively by �� (� = 0:025b where b is thelattice parameter in phase IV) in the (x,y) plane. This corresponds tothe ordering with the vector k8 = 12 (b1 + b2 + b3).The rearrangements of the hydrogen-bond network at the superionicphase transitions have been studied in the framework of the lattice-gas-



3 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔtype model in [5]. In this case the Hamiltonian has the following form:H = 12 Xmm0ff0 �ff 0(mm0)nmfnm0f 0 � �Xmf nmf (1.1)where nmf = f0; 1g is the proton occupation number for position f in theprimitive unit cell at Rm; �ff 0(mm0) is the energy of the proton inter-actions, � denotes the chemical potential which determines the averageproton concentration.The investigations of the thermodynamic properties of the protonsubsystem have been carried out in [5,6] using the mean-�eld approxi-mation as well as taking into account the short-range proton correlationsand the gaussian uctuations of the molecular �eld. The inuence of theionic group reorientations on the phase sequence has been also studied in[7]. It turned out that this e�ect is of the primary importance for the de-scription of the phase sequence occurring in TAHSe with two superionic(I, II) and two ferroelastic III and IV phases.This work uses the previous results concerning the proton orderingsfor the evaluation of the protonic conductivity. It is shown that thedistinction of the di�erent types the hydrogen bonding (virtual in thesuperionic phases and ordered at the low temperatures) leads to thetemperature dependences of the protonic conductivity that is similar tothe experimentally observed.2. Polaronic e�ect and proton dynamicsIt is well-known from [8{10] that the creation of the hydrogen bond in-duces the deformation of the XO4 group involved in the bond formation.In particular, this process is accompanied by the shortening of the dis-tance between the vertex oxygens O(2)0 and O(2)00 that leads to thelocalization of the proton between the oxygens (so-called polaronic ef-fect) as well as to the increase of the activation energy for the bondbreaking and hopping of the protonic polaron to another localized posi-tion in the lattice. To account this fact one should determine the normalvibration modes of the vertex oxygens in the conducting planes.The potential energy of the oxygen subsystem in the harmonic ap-proximation is given by:� = �0 +Xmm0Xkk0 X��=1;3���(mk;m0k0)u�(mk)u�(m0k0);
ICMP{98{26E 4where k = 1; 2 is the sublattice number of the m-th unit cell and theforce constants���(mk;m0k0) = @2�@u�(mk)@u�(m0k0) ����0 :Taking into account the interaction between nearest neighbours in (x; y)-plane (the distances between upper and lower sublattice oxygens O(2) incell which is about 7:3�A exceeds the separation between nearest oxygensin (x; y)-plane which amounts to 3:5 �A) the matrices �(mk;m0k0) can berepresented in the following form:�(m1;m+ a1; 2) = � a cc a+ 2=p3c � ;�(m1;m+ a2; 2) = � a �c�c a+ 2=p3c � ;�(m1;m+ a3; 2) = � a+p3c 00 a� c=p3 � ;�(mk;mk) = � h 00 h � :Considering only displacements of the O(2) oxygens in (x; y)-plane,we have the following dynamical matrix:D(k) = � D11 D12D21 D22 � ;whereD12(k) = 2664 a(eika1 + eika2)+ c(eika1 � eika2)(a+p3c)eika3 (a+ 2p3c)(eika1 + eika2)+c(eika1 � eika2) (a�p3c)eika3 3775 ;D11(k) = D22(k) = � h 00 h � ; D21(k) = D12(�k):The problem of determination of the normal vibrational modes thusreduces to the evaluation of the eigenvalues (vibration frequencies) andpolarization vectors of the matrix D(k). In particular, for the case k = 0we have:!1=3(0) = h+ (3a+p3c); !2=4(0) = h� (3a+p3c); (2.1)



5 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔu1 = 1p2 0BB@ 1010 1CCA ; u2 = 1p2 0BB@ 0�101 1CCA ; (2.2)u3 = 1p2 0BB@ 0101 1CCA ; u4 = 1p2 0BB@ �1010 1CCA ;that points on the existence of the two di�erent types (in-phase and an-tiphase) of the oxygen vibrations with di�erent frequencies. The similarsituation is observed in other symmetric points of the Brillouin zone.We should take into account the change of the proton potential on thehydrogen bond due to the antiphase vibrations of the oxygens that leadsto the shortening of the bond length. Thus the modes j = 2 and j = 4are considered with the coordinates of the polarization vectors u2 andu4 approximated by their values for k = 0. After that the interaction ofthe protons with the oxygen vibrations can be represented in the secondquantization form:Hpr�ph =Xmf Xkj �mf (kj)(bkj + b+�kj)nmf ; (2.3)where b+kj , bkj are the phonon creation and annihilation operators of j-thoptical branch for the vector k. The coe�cients �mf (kj) are given by:�m1(kj) = �s �h2NM!j(k)rV n(ujx(1)� 1=p3ujy(1))eikRm�(ujx(2)� 1=p3ujy(2))eik(Rm+a1)o ;�m2(kj) =s �h2NM!j(k)rV n(ujx(1) + 1=p3ujy(1))eikRm�(ujx(2) + 1=p3ujy(2))eik(Rm+a2)o ; (2.4)�m3(kj) = �s �h2NM!j(k)rV 2p3 �ujy(1)eikRm�ujy(2)eik(Rm+a3)o ;where rV = @V (rmf�R0m1)@ux(m;1) , rmf is the proton coordinate on the f -th
ICMP{98{26E 6bond of the m-th unit cell; V (rmf �R0m1) is the interaction potentialbetween the proton and the oxygen O(2) of the upper ionic group XO4.Besides that, the vibration energy of the oxygen subsystem in theharmonic approximation is given by:Hph =Xkj �h!j(k)b+kjbkj : (2.5)From the recent results of x-ray and neutron scattering studies [11]it is shown that the O(2)0-O(2)00 separation length can be reduced to2:4 �A in the superionic phases that provides near barrierless proton trans-fer within the hydrogen bond [12]. Thus the description of the protonmobility can be based on the assumption of the one-minimum protonpotential on the bond (in other words we neglect the intrabond protontransfer process). With this conjecture the proton transport process canbe considered as the dynamical breaking and creation of the hydrogenbonds connected with the HXO4 ionic group rotations:Ht = 
R Xmf 6=f0 nc+mfcmf 0 + c+m+af�af0 ;f cmf 0 +H:c:o : (2.6)Here c+mf , cmf are the proton creation and annihilations operators. Werepresent the interbond proton hopping as the quantum tunneling withthe corresponding transfer integral 
R.Using the canonical Lang-Firsov transformation to the new equilib-rium states of relaxed oxygens with the proton between them~H = eiSHe�iS ;whereS =Xmf nmfvmf ; vmf = iXvekj �mf (kj)�h!j(k) (bkj � b+�kj): (2.7)we have the following Hamiltonian:~H = �~�Xmf nmf + 12 Xmm0ff0 ~�ff 0(mm0)nmfnm0f 0 +Xkj �h!j(k)b+kjbkj + ~Ht;~Ht = 
R Xmf 6=f0 nc+mf cmf 0Xff 0(mm)+ (2.8)c+m+af�af0 ;fcmf 0Xff 0(m+ af � af 0 ;m)o+H:c:;



7 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔwhere the band narrowing factorXff 0(mm0) = e�Pkj ��ff0 (mm0jkj)�h!j (k) (bkj�b+�kj);��ff 0(mm0jkj) = �mf (kj)� �m0f 0(kj):Here ~� = �+Xkj j�mf (kj)j2�h!j(k) ;~�ff 0(mm0) = �ff 0(mm0)� 2Xkj �mf (kj)�m0f 0(�kj)�h!j(k)are the proton chemical potential and the energy of interaction betweenprotons which are renormalized due to the lattice polarization and for-mation of the protonic polaron as the result.The description of the proton ordering using the Hamiltonian (2.8)without the directly included transfer term have been performed in [5].It is shown that whereas MFA gives the qualitatively correct results con-cerning the phase transition sequence in M3H(XO4)2 crystals, additionalconsideration of the gaussian uctuations of the molecular �eld signi�-cantly decreases the transition temperature. It provides the possibilityto compare quantitatively the results of the theoretical studies with theexperimental data. Thus for the evaluation of the protonic conductivitywe will use the temperature dependences of the thermodynamical func-tions, average proton occupancies �nmf and proton chemical potentialobtained in gaussian approximation.3. Protonic conductivityThe conductivity of protons can be found in the framework of the Kubolinear response theory [13,14]:�(!; T ) = 1V Z 10 dtei(!+i")t Z �0 d�hJ(t � i�h�)J(0)i; (3.1)where the proton current is given by:J = ei�h [H; x] = e
Ri�h Xm Xf 6=f 0Rff 0 [c+mf cmf 0Xff 0(mm)+c+mf cm+af�af0 ;f 0Xff 0(m;m+ af � af 0) +H:c:]; (3.2)
ICMP{98{26E 8and x =Pmf nmfrmf is the proton polarization operator. Here the vec-tors connected the centers of the hydrogen bonds Rff 0 = Rff 0(mm) =rmf � rmf 0 .It is well-known that the proton current can be represented as asum of two terms. The �rst part corresponds to the coherent motionwith the bandwidth narrowed by the phonon average hXff 0(mm0)i thattake into account the decrease of the proton transfer integral 
R dueto the oxygens vibrations. The second part (polaronic current) describesthe phonon-activated proton hopping between the localized sites in thelattice: Jp = ei�h [H; x] = e
Ri�h Xm Xf 6=f 0Rff 0 [c+mfcmf 0 ~Xff 0(mm)+c+mfcm+af�af0 ;f 0 ~Xff 0(m;m+ af � af 0) +H:c:]; (3.3)where the operators ~Xff 0(mm0) = Xff 0(mm0)�hXff 0(mm0)i character-ize the phonon scattering processes which accompany the proton trans-fer. Further we will consider the polaronic transport which correspondsto the phonon activated hopping because of the dominant contributionof this part to the total protonic conductivity at the high temperatures.In this case the correlation function hJ(x)J(0)i (z = t � i�h�) in (3.1)will be evaluated in the second order perturbation theory on the hoppingterm 
R at the strong proton-phonon coupling limit. This allows us todecouple the following averageshc+mf (z)cm0f 0(z) ~Xff 0(mm0)jzc+m1f1cm01f 01 ~Xf1f 01(m1m01)i !hc+mf (z)cm0f 0(z)c+m1f1cm01f 01ih ~Xff 0(mm0)jz ~Xf1f 01(m1m01)ito the proton and phonon parts which can be evaluated separately. Theproton correlators can be obtained taking the proton part of the Hamil-tonian (2.8) in the mean-�eld approximation:hc+mf (z)cm0f 0(z)c+m1f1cm01f 01i = �ff 01(m�m01)�f 0f1(m0 �m1)�nmf (1� �nm0f 0)e iz2�h [f (m)�f0 (m0)+~�ff0 (mm0)(�nmf��nm0f0 )]; (3.4)where the internal �eld acting on the proton on the f -th bond of them-th unit cell f (m) =Pm0f 0 ~�ff 0(mm0)�nm0f 0 .Evaluation of the phonon correlation function yields:	ff 0 = h ~Xff 0(mm0)jz ~Xf 0f (m0m)i = P 0ff 0 (3.5)0@exp24Xkj j��ff 0(mm0jkj)j2(�h!j(k))2 cos!j(k)(z + 1=2i�h�)sh12��h!j(k) 35� 11A



9 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔHere P 0ff 0 = h ~Xff 0(mm0)ih ~Xf 0f (m0m)i = (3.6)exp24�Xkj j��ff 0(mm0jkj)j2(�h!j(k))2 cth12��h!j(k)35 :The processes we are interested in going on in the temperature rangenear the superionic phase transition. This provides a possibility to as-sume Xkj j��ff 0(mm0jkj)j2(�h!j(k))2sh 12��h!j(k) >> 1;that is valid at the high temperatures and in the strong proton-phononcoupling regime. In this case expansion of the exponent in (3.5) in thevicinity of z = � 12 i�h� gives us:	ff 0 = e�Pkj j��ff0 (mm0jkj)j2(�h!j (k))2 th 14��h!j(k)e� (z+1=2i�h�)24~�2 ; (3.7)where the parameter ~� which characterizes the average hopping timelength between two localized positions is given by:1~�2 = 2Xkj j��ff 0(mm0jkj)j2�h2sh 12��h!j(k) : (3.8)Taking the Einstein approximation for the optical phonon frequencies!2(k) = !4(k) = !0, we have ~�2 = 320� �h2E0 with the polaron bindingenergy E0 = �h2(rV )2M(�h!0)2 , M is the oxygen mass.We use the procedure proposed in [15] with the deformation of in-tegration contour in the complex plane for the integration of obtainedexpressions (3.5), (3.7) over t and �. The resulting expression for the realpart of the conductivity along the direction given by the vector r is thefollowing:�(!)r = e2
2R�h2 2p�vc sh��h!=2�h!=2 e�5=12�E0 � ~� � (3.9)Xff 0 (Rrff 0)2�nf (1� �nf 0)e1=2��h�ff0 e��2(!+�ff0 )2 ;where vc is the lattice volume, �ff 0 = �0(1 � �nf + �nf 0)=2�h, �0 =�12(m;m+ a1 � a2) = �13(m;m+ a1 � a3) = �23(m;m+ a2 � a3) isthe interaction between the nearest neighbours. Rrff 0 is the projectionof Rff 0 on r.

ICMP{98{26E 104. Analysis of the transport coe�cientsAfter consideration of (3.9) it becomes apparent that several di�erentactivation energies exist in the system:Eff 0a = 512E0 � 14�0(1� �nf + �nf 0) + 380�20(1� �nf + �nf 0)2=E0; (4.1)which correspond to the contribution of the di�erent transfer processes(here we imply the transfer between the di�erent sublattices) and appearin the expression for conductivity with di�erent weights which changewith temperature. It should be noted that the total activation energy(4.1) consists of the polaronic part (�rst term) and the part which ap-pears in the result of the interproton interactions and proton orderings.The temperature dependence of the di�erent phonon-activated transferprocesses is determined by the redistribution of the average proton oc-cupancies of three sublattice f = 1; 2; 3. In particular, in the superionicphase wheb the hydrogen-bond network is disordered, only one activa-tion energy exists E0a = 512E0 � 14�0 + 380�20=E0.In the low-temperature phase with the phase III (TAHSe)-type pro-ton ordering (�n1 = 1, �n2 = �n3 = 0 or �n2 = 1, �n1 = �n3 = 0) in thesaturation state E23a = 512E0 � 14�0 + 380�20=E0 with zero weight andE12a = E13a = 512E0 > E0a if E0 > 320�0, that holds in the case ofthe strong polaronic e�ect. In the phase with the ordering of phase IV(TAHSe)-type (�n3 = 1, �n1 = �n2 = 0) the activation energy E31a = E32a =512E0. Therefore the activation energy in the ordered phases is alwayshigher than in the superionic phase that agrees with the experimentalobservations [16,17].Temperature dependences of the conductivity evaluated using (3.9)along two di�erent directions (210) and (010) in the (001) plane areshown in Figs. 2, 3 for the di�erent values of the polaron binding en-ergy E0 and for the di�erent types of the phase transitions. One cansee that at � � �si (�si is the superionic phase transition temperature)the conductivity strongly increases that corresponds to the kink in theArrhenius coordinates. Furthermore, the increase of the energy E0 leadsto the lower values of � that is evident due to the stronger localizationof the proton on the hydrogen bond.evaluated from (4.1) are the following: in the superionic phase E0a =0:18 eV and in the saturation states of the ordered phases Ea = 0:2 eV,that is, this is lower than the experimentally obtained value � 0:3 eVat � = �cr. To obtain the better �t to the experimental data is the low-temperature region it is necessary to take into account the additionalshort-range proton correlations which arise due to the polaronic e�ect



11 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ

(a) (b)Figure 2. Temperarure dependences of the protonic conductivity ~� =�=c0, where c0 = 2e2a20
2Rp�=�hvcjaj2 for ~b = b=a = 1, (a = [�11(k =0)��12(k = 0)]=p6, b = [�11(k3)��12(k3)]=p2, the case of the phasetransition II-IV is observed) �0=jaj = 0:55, E00 = E0=jaj; (b) the case ofE0=jaj = 2 in Arrhenius coordinates.
(a) (b)Figure 3. Temperarure dependences of the protonic conductivity ~� for~b = 3 (the case of the phase transition II-III is observed); (b) E0=jaj = 2in Arrhenius coordinates.

ICMP{98{26E 12and lead to the larger values of the activation energy in the orderedphases. The relation E0 < 2
R follows immediately from the values ofthe parameters in Fig. 4 that is valid for the case of the strong proton-phonon coupling (small-polaron regime) [18].

Figure 4. Comparison of the temperature dependences of the protonicconductivity, measured for the crystal TAHSe and calculated using (3.9),
0R = 
R=jaj (in this case 
R = 109 cm�1, �h!0 = 455 cm�1).Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the obtained conductivity for TAHSewith the experimental measured values. The value of rV can be foundfrom the evaluated in [12] dependence of the proton potential on thedistance between oxygens, in this case rV = 2:4 eV/�A. We can see thatwhereas in superionic phase both curves agree well, at the low temper-atures the measured conductivity is lower. The observed drop od � atthe phase transition is steeper than calculated one. The values of theactivation energyConclusionsIn this work the protonic conductivity in superionic crystals has beenanalyzed in the frame of the proton ordering model with additional tak-ing into account the reorientational proton transfer processes. The one-minimum approximation has been considered for the proton potential
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